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Learning together; to be the best we can be. 

 
Tuesday, 05 January 2021 

 
Dear families, 
 
We are only on day 2 of the new school term, and we’ve already seen major changes to 
Government education policy, with the announcement last night of a third national lockdown 
and a direction for mainstream schools to close for the majority of pupils until at least the 
February half term. Our sincerest wish is that the Government would have taken action over the 
weekend to stop there being such confusion for schools and families, but yet again we find 
ourselves finding out about changes at 8pm, along with the rest of the nation. 
 
No guidance for schools has been published at the time of writing this letter, which means we 
are not clear on how the Government is directing special schools to respond.  
 
We know we are expected to remain open, and the children of key workers remain a priority for 
in-school attendance.  
 
Whilst we have a legal duty to follow Government guidance, once it arrives, we also know that 
the longer we wait the more uncertainty there is for all families and our pupils. In the first 
national lockdown, many families preferred to keep children at home as they felt this was safer, 
and we fully understood that. 
 
What we know already is that it will be highly unlikely we can provide a full time, in-school offer 
for all pupils at the same time and this will certainly not be the same as non-lockdown times. 
We have staff who are required to shield from today and many others will naturally be anxious 
about being in crowded classrooms. We are sure many of you will feel the same about your 
child. 
 
It is possible that pupil attendance in school will now be optional for parents. It is also possible 
that parents may be able to request a leave of absence for their child. In both cases, we 
anticipate children will still be required to undertake home learning, as they have had to 
whenever a bubble has had to self-isolate. 
 
To ensure we have a means of opening to as many pupils as possible on Monday 11th 
January, we need to get an understanding of what families want and are willing to consider as 
we continue to work together to do the best we can. To that end, school staff will be contacting 
you today to ask:  
 

 if you want your child to attend full time during this lockdown or would prefer to keep 
them at home; 
 

 How potential changes to transport will affect you all  
 

 Your key worker status, if relevant. 
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It is important to note that whilst we will do our utmost to adhere to our planned transition 
schedule, please be aware this may be subject to change based on the information above and 
ever changing Government policy. We appreciate that this is not ideal and is not a position any 
of us wish to be in but we are doing all we can to ensure we open our new academy and 
support our whole school community.    

 
Things can and will change over the next 6 weeks, so we would like to plan with families for 
two week blocks at a time from the 11th January, with families always having the option to 
approach us if their circumstances change in that period. 
 
We are exploring how we can continue to support families eligible for free school meals where 
your preference is to keep your child at home.  
 
Our achievements in the first national lockdown were rooted in the excellent relationships we 
have with parents and carers, and we will continue to root our decision making in our shared 
value of child-centeredness.  
 
It is highly likely that we will have to write to you with more updates as we become aware of 
them – we apologise in advance for any confusion this may cause. We would never choose to 
manage our schools this way in response to such a chaotic environment, but these are 
exceptional times we live in.  
 
Thank you for your support and understanding. Please call school if you have any questions or 
concerns, at any time.  
 
Yours faithfully, 
 

        
 
Warren Carratt   Viki Drew    Karl O’Reilly 
Chief Executive Officer  Head Teacher  Executive Head Teacher   
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